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The truck accident on Wednesday knocked out a pole on Beall Ave.
Campus darkened
after truck accident
Danny George
Chief Staff Writer
A semi truck swerved off of
Beall Avenue on Wednesday
morning, snapping a utility pole
in half and inducing a power out-
age that left the campus commu-
nity without electricity and air
conditioning for five and a half
hours on an especially humid day
of classes.
Police immediately cordoned
off the area between University
Street and Stibbs Street and redi-
rected traffic while local electric
company workers treated the sev-
ered power lines. Power was
restored on campus at approxi-
mately 5:10 p.m.
The driver of the truck - an
employee of Talon Logistics
Trucking in Bedford emerged
from the accident uninjured but
was cited for "Failure to Control,"
a minor misdemeanor under state
law. An investigation into the dri-
ver's condition at the time of the
accident is ongoing, police said.
Julie Brunet, French language
assistant, was walking down Beall
Avenue when she heard a "loud
snap a frightening crash."
"I was about 18 meters from
the light pole and I saw it falling.
It was very loud; people came
running out of their houses to see
what all the noise was about,"
she said.
Badly mangled, the pole splin-
tered in half and jutted out into
Beall Avenue at a 45-degr- ee
angle. Onlookers described a cas-
cade of sparks raining down from
the wires.
After making contact with the
pole, the driver of the truck con-
tinued north along Beall Avenue,
finally bringing his rig to rest in
front of Holden Hall.
Carrie Graham '07 witnessed
the collision and observed the
driver when he emerged from
his vehicle.
"He did not look like he knew
what happened," she said. "He
looked confused, bewildered."
Director of Security Joe Kirk
said that the accident is "under
See "Accident" pg. 2.
Lowry cyber Cafe being built
Megas Stewert
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster is in --
the process of building a new
Cyber Cafe" called the The
Wired Scot. The
Currently being constructed
in the lower level of Lowry
Student Center, The Wired of
Scot is open 24 hours, seven
...days a week. From 22 PC ter-
minals', users will be available
to access the Internet and the
campus network.
With two high-spee- d print-
ercopiers, The Wired Scot will
also serve as one of three main
public printing centers on campus
and will be able receive print jobs
Freshman
Justin L. Hart
News Editor
The College will has its largest
first-ye- ar class since 1987 as 559
first year students come to cam-
pus. This group was chosen from
the second-large- st applicant pool
in the College's history, number-
ing 2,560 people.
This class is diverse by several
measurements. There is an almost
equal half-and-ha- lf division of the
class between men and women.
Five percent of the class are inter-
national students, while five per-
cent are racial minorities. Dean of
Faculty Shila Garg explained that
what she called a "summer melt"
normally occurred over the vaca-
tion months, in which students
who have made the refundable
deposit to the College in the
spring later decide to attend
another institution. "This year
we were really surprised," said
Garg. "The melt occurred, but
not as much as we expected."
Ensuring a satisfactory number
of courses for the first-yea- rs was a
Challenge. "I'd say the registra-
tion went very smoothly," said
from any computer on campus.
Since the Cyber cafe is not a
fully functional computer lab.
no disk drives, flash drives, or
CD drives will be accessible.
Wired Scot is "a place
where students grab a cup
coffee ... check their email
that kind of drive-b- y thing, " Two lar?e pma-scree- n
said Kathy Breitbucher.
Users will retrieve personal doc-
uments by either using the cam-
pus network or by emailing the
documents to themselves.
According to Kathy
Breitenbucher, help desk manag- -
largest class in years
VID H
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Part of the large first-ye- ar class stand in line to get their room keys
Garg. The College had to address
the logistics of housing such a
large class. "We were scrambling
to make sure that everyone has a
bed and a room," she said.
About 70 percent of our assign-
ments are attached to a program of
some kind." He emphasized that
normally the College does not
house students in a program house
with which they are not affiliated.
er. The Wired Scot is "a pt.icc
where they students j:rab a cup
of coffee, they check their email,
print a document, and that kind of
a drive-b- y thing?"'.
'
, Aside from the installa
tion of the 22. terminals.
The Wired Scot has been
transformed with new fur-
niture and new carpet.
tainmeht to the area. To
enforce a cafe" atmosphere.
The Wired Scot was placed in
close proximity to both the Java
Hut and Mom's Truck Stop.
Vending machines are also
included in the area to offer a
See "Lowry cyber cafe ," pg. 2.
"But this year we just had no
choice," he said. Brown dispelled,
some of the rumors that had been
circling the campus regarding
housing for first-yea- rs and empty
rooms in Luce Hall. "At this
point, there are a few individual
open assignments in Luce Hall,
though there are no empty rooms.
The open spaces are in a few of
our language suites," said Brown.
News
Accident
Continuedfrom Page I.
examination" and was pleased
with the campus-wid- e reaction to
the abrupt loss of power.
"Given what's happened in the
past couple of weeks, everyone is
a bit on edge," said Kirk, alluding
to the blackout of August 14 that
affected nearly 13 million people
in the northeast
"But we saw no panic, no
bewilderment; things went on in
a normal fashion."
Most classes proceeded as
scheduled, though some profes-
sors opted to move their students
outdoors to escape the suffocat-
ing temperatures inside the aca-
demic buildings.
.
While the library was forced to
close for much of the afternoon,
Lowry and the Wellness Center
were able to function with the
help of auxiliary generators.
Betty Rea, an information
desk attendant in Lowry,
reported that most students
handled the blackout with com-
mendable composure.
"Really, I'm just glad the driver
is OK and that no one else was
hurt," she said.
'
-
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Deutsch named new dean of admissions
Elizabeth Miller
Staff Writer
Although he has been a part of
the Office of Admissions staff
since May 22, Dean of
Admissions Paul Deutsch is a
fresh face to many at the College
of Wooster.
"The College will benefit from
the wealth of experience he
brings and from the enthusiasm
he has demonstrated for
Wooster," said President R.
Stanton Hales.
That experience includes a
B.A. in Speech Communications
and Theatre and later an M.B.A.
from Baldwin-Wallac- e College.
It also includes almost two
decades of admissions work at
Baldwin-Wallac- e College and
Kent State University.
"Wooster has always been one
of the schools I have held in high
regard," said Deutsch, making his
first visit to campus one year ago
when his son was here for a soc-
cer camp. Four months later he
received a telephone call about a
job opening in the Office of
Admissions. "It seemed like a
good fit for me," he said.
Photo By Annie Kissung
Convocation is beginning of end
Aaron Applebaum '04 and President Stan Hales were tlie speakers at
convocation. Seniors pose outside ofMcGaw Chapel during the cer-
emony. Left to right, Lauren Liverman, Katie Ryan, Sarah Shafer,
Nell Schieber and Kate Dotterer. TJie SGA President welcomed stu-
dents back to catr.pus while the College President spoke about not
putting the cart before the bourse. -
"I like the Dean
and title," Deutsch said. The
Photo- - by Caroline hotra
Paul Deutsch began his term as the
Dean ofAdmissions ofthe College
of Wooster in late August. Since
then he has been busy acquanting
himself with the College. .
major responsibilities of a Dean
of Admissions are to manage
admissions staff and to develop
and implement student recruit-
ing. Deutsch works closely with
Lowry cyber cafe being built
Continued from Page.. 1.
quick snack for those using the
cyber cafe". At The Wired Scot
students will be able to print
documents and make copies
using their accounts provided
by the college. As for late night
access to the cyber cafe"; stu-
dents will have access by way
of a card swipe at the entrance
near Mom's.
Discussion of The Wired Scot
began at meetings in March of this
year. Administration for the College
of Wooster has played a large role in
implementing this addition to
Lowry. Working closely with the
administration on this project are the
Systems Network
Telecommunications Division and
User Services.
The Systems Network
Telecommunications Division has
the responsibility of installing the
electronic equipment in The
Wired Scot while User Services
will have the duty of making sure
the terminals and printercopiers
are running properly.
the offices of Financial Aid and
. Marketing and says that any stu-
dent recruiting effort goes
" thrUgh him.
Deutsch said that Wooster 's
large freshman class is the result
of a trend in college admissions
across the country. According to
him, there has been "a dramatic
increase in applications, which
can be attributed to economic and
political conditions and kids just
applying to more and more
schools so that they have more
options, weighing their financial
aid packages and saying "'I'm
going to my top choice that gave
me the best package.'"
Wooster's increase was not
predicted, as Deutsch' noted.
"All of us in admissions expect-
ed a decline in yield. "Yield is
the percentage of admitted stu-
dents who choose to enroll in
your institution," he said.
The challenge for Deutsch and
his office will be predicting next
Actual construction on the area
in Lowry began in early July. A
timeline was produced in hope
that The Wired Scot would be
accessible by the beginning of this
school year.
However, still many supplies
are on back order and have yet to
arrive, causing a delay in the
project. Delivery of these miss-
ing items is anticipated for this
weekend, and the Systems
Network Telecommunications
Division expects that The Wired
Scot will be running at 100 per-
cent by next weekend.
To accommodate the large num-
ber of first year students at the
College this year, 1 1 computer labs
were removed from residence halls
and turned into rooms. The pur-
pose of building The Wired Scot is
not only to replace these computer
labs, however.
According to Aaron Applebaum
'04, Student Government
Association president and con-
sultant for User Services, "The
Wired Scot is just one alternative
to public computers in the dorms,
year's yield. He notes that there
might be another challenge
when attempting to focus on
international students, students
of color and out-of-sta- te stu-
dents.
"We're going to need to
reduce the discount rate. We're
in a good position to do that as
long as we are not also trying to
giow and as long as we're com-
fortable with the quality of the
student body that we're bringing
in," he said.
Deutsch sees cutting financial
aid as a conflict. "We're going to
need to figure out how we're
going to try to do that and keep
the diversity that exists on this
campus, that is important to this
campus," he said.
"My goal is to find the balance
there and to continue to bring in
,
the quality that we'-r- e bringing in
while also improving diversity
and meeting the college's goal to
cut back on the financial dis-
counts," said Deutsch.
and it would have been put in
place anyway."
User Services and Instructional
Technology found that almost all
Wooster students bring personal
computers to campus. In addition,
full computer labs are still accessi-
ble in Taylor Hall and the campus
libraries. For more on The Wired
Scot, see Features on page 6.
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New recycling policy increases student involvment
Christopher Beck
News Editor
As a result of collaborative
effort between the Student Rights
Coalition and the Recycling Task
Force, a new recycling policy has
been instated on campus. Under
this policy, students each have a
blue recycling bin in their rooms
for things such as paper, plastic
and aluminum.
Students will be responsible for
separating their recyclables from
their trash and discarding both in
one of the 14 designated dump-ste- rs
around campus.
In addition, there -- are no longer
trash or recycling bins in the halls
of residential dorms, although
there will still be bins in large
public areas. The College's recy-
clables are now handled by the
Medina County Central
Processing Facility.
As part of the agreement with
this company, the College will be
able to track how much waste is
being recycled. The College has
Deadly computer viruses invade college
Sarah Core
Associate Editor
The College of Wooster is one
of the hundreds of colleges and
universities across the nation that
have been struck by a wave of
computer virus and worm attacks,
crippling college networks just as
students are arriving for the fall.
Wooster has been lucky, said
Phil Harriman, director of
Information Technology (IT) at
the College.
"We have been able to keep the
email server running, and we're
very proud of that."
"We've been much more func-
tional than a lot of other compa-
nies," said Kathy Breitbucher, the
IT Help Desk Manager.
Some universities and compa-
nies have, had to completely shut
down their computer networks.
Harriman said that the Sobig.F
virus has been responsible for
most of the problems on campus.
"Typically during a normal email
day --we "get 106" off-camp- us'
also contracted with Metallic
Resources, a company that spe-
cializes in recycling every part of
discarded computers.
Dan Indovina has been appoint-
ed to oversee the operation of this
new system as the recycling
supervisor. Indovina will be
responsible for waste collection
and the management of the stu-
dent recycling workers.
Indovina hopes that the new
policy will increase recycling on
campus. "We've tried to make, it as
easy as possible," he said. "One of
the program's goals is to get more
people aware of the recycling."
Before being appointed as the
recycling supervisor, Indovina
served for three years as the
Supervisor of Custodial Services
and also as a member of the
Environmental Task Force, which
addressed environmental issues
on campus.
In addition, Indovina is the advi-
sor of the "Greenhouse" Program,
a student environmental activist
group housed in Scot Cottage.
emails an hour. With Sbbig, we
have been getting 150,000 off-camp- us
emails an hour.
Sobig.F began spreading last
week by overloading email
servers all over the Internet,
while two worms, Blaster and
Nachi, attacked Microsoft
Windows programs, creating
holes for Sobig to infect.
Wooster's server has been strug-
gling to keep up with the over-
load, which in turn has been
"fouling up" the mainframe's
hard drive.
Wednesday morning, IT sent
out an email informing students
that as of 3 p.m. Tuesday, the
email server was unable to
process the volume of emails
coming into the network.
All of the incoming emails
were quarantined, thus allowing
the computer to scan for virus-ridde- n
emails. Over 90 of the
emails were viruses.
The Sobig.F virus harms com-
puters by infecting a computer
and -- turning .it into -- a mini mail
server, getting into the address
The changes to the policy mark
the end of evaluation of the recy-
cling program, which was initiat-
ed by a committee of college offi-
cials back in January.
At that time, the Wooster Daily
Record reported that President
R. Stanton Hales and Vice
President for Finance Robert
Walton suggested cutting the
program by $20,000.
With the future of the recy-
cling program unsure, the SRC
later drafted a proposal which
was based on the recycling sys-
tem at Ohio University.
According to the proposal, Ohio
University recycled 40 percent
of their waste compared to
Wooster 's 22 percent.
Also included in the proposal
was the suggestion to remove the
trash and recycling bins from
inside the dorms and have stu-
dents remove their own waste
from their rooms.
In addition to these changes,
Indovina stated that there will be
12 student workers in the recy- -
book and sending emails out from
it with generic subject lines such
as "Re: Wicked Screensaver" and
"Re: Your Details."
"The timing was horrible," said
Harriman. "No one could have
prepared for this."
Breitbucher explained that the
end of August is "usually busy for
us, so to have this problem has
been ... fascinating."
"The systems and network staff
worked over time, spending this
past weekend tracking down
5
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Students sort and dispose of their
cling program this year instead of
the 19 students the program had
last year. Sam Dorrance '06, the
co-ch- air of the SRC, said that this
new policy represents "the great
infected computers on the net-
work and coming up with strate-
gies to limit the spread of the
virus and keep email running.
One solution was to quarantine
the student portion of the net-
work from the mail server,
rerouting all email so that it
could be properly checked for
viruses and worms.
While this has limited stu-
dents' ability to check their mail
via programs such as Outlook
and Eudora, access to Scotmail,
How to protect your computer
Get anti-vir- us software for your computer and run the update
programs for it.
The College offeres this for free on their network, or go to
http:www.wooster.edutechnology.
CDs containing the fix files and Windows updates have been
placed at the Lowry Center Information Desk with instructions on
how to remove the virus.
. IT staff will be in the Residence Halls from 7:00 pm 9:00 pm
each night this week to assist students in cleaning infected
machines as well as be available between 7:00am and 6:00 pm from
the Help Desk. . ........
Photo by Sajal Sthapit
own trash atone of the designated bins
est convenience for the greatest
number of people." He said that
the policy is still a work in
progress, "there are things that we
are still focusing on," he said.
campuses
the Internet-base- d program, has
not been affected.
IT is also, working on creating a
triage for downed computers,
which they will open up to stu-
dents once the necessary materi-
als are in place.
.
In the meantime, an anti-vir- us
appliance, a device which acts' as a
type of firewall, has been pur-
chased and will shortly be installed.
:"I think we are over the
homp," said Harriman. "Our
biggest effort now is to inform
everyone and have every com-
puter user on campus check their
computer to make sure they
don't spread the virus. . Be
patient with us as we work
through these problems."
According to the Chronicle for
; Higher Education, experts are
saying that they have never seen
a computer virus spread faster
than Sobig.F.
The FBI is currently searching
for the culprit of these attacks,
and they suspect that one of the
. ,200 .spammer gangs, in. the .world
--may- be-- behind it
Viewpoints
Represents the opinion of the YVooster Voice Editorial Board
Housingfaces first real gripes
As another year at Wooster begins, scores of students are finding
themselves milling around outside Lowry and Housing unable to get
keys to their residences, and in some cases unable to even find out
where they are slated to live. Just days before ujpperclassmen moved
in, many students found themselves double bocked by Housing and in
some cases threatened w ith removal from the house or dorm they had
packed and planned in anticipation for throughout the summer. Other
students arrived Saturday to find that Housing could not even produce
a key for them to enter their rooms. Students in houses were often left
with only a room key, having no actual way to enter their houses. Now
Housing, we understand that you have an unenviable job, but we do
pay nearly five figures for the privilege of inhabiting the College's fine
housing projects. Studends should at least be able to easily move into
their dorm on their first day. All we ask is that Housing simply reeval-
uate its actions, keeping in mind that nobody wants to spend their first
day of college listening to their parents complain to housing while
they wait for Housing to produce a key, or even a room.
Praise given to recent changes
As upperclassmen return to campus, most are quick to notice the
seeming inadequacies of campus life housing, overcrowding and
poor bureaucratic practices often grace the lips of disgruntled students
throughout much of the time before midterm. Of course, inadequacies
exist this year, but the College has made some honest efforts to
improve student life on campus. With the addition of a wireless net-
work in Lowry Center, extended dining hours with a new "three-swip- e
rule" and new items on the menu in dining halls, students are collect-
ing the benefits of the hard work College employees have put in over
the summer. Kudos to the minds behind the vast Lowry improve-
ments, and let's hope that the improvements can expand into other --
services that need an obvious tune-u- p.
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Editor sees history
The first few days of class have
passed. First year students have
felt the full financial bite of new
books. Sophomores have begun
, iianpusnaaunrai the year in
' which they willf -
declare a
major. Juniors
are looking
ahead to new
and - more
nathansmall focused aca
demic chal-
lenges, and Seniors have began
the mystery of I.S. Regardless of
"academic differences, I believe
that everyone at school is current-
ly a history major, owing to
extraordinary events inside and
outside America that have swept
profound changes before them.
I write this editorial with one
express purpose: to ferment and
encourage discussion of issues
that have a profound impact on
our daily lives. Looking beyond
these immediate impacts, many
events, such as the war on terror-
ism, continued discord with North
Korea, the lowering of taxes, and
other issues encountered by the
Bush Administration policies
cloud the collective futures of
everyone here at campus and
around the world.
America's idea of invulnerabili-
ty is high on the list. On Sept. 1 1
2001, 24 hijackers, 19 Saudi
Arabians and 5 terrorists of differ-
ent nationalities, under the banner
of Al Qaeda toppled two of the
most recognized towers in the
world. Since then, America has
initiated two wars, one in
Afghanistan and one in Iraq,
which are still underway.
Afghanistan has seen a resurgence
of the Taliban, while 140 soldiers
have died in Iraq since President
Bush declared the end of major
combat operations. 138 soldiers
died before that speech. The war
on terrorism sent troops to fight in
other countries such as Indonesia
and the Phillipines, and the presi-
dent has made clear the scope of
the war encompasses every man,
woman, and child on the globe.
The Patriot Act, passed weeks
after September L allowed for he
arrest of thousands of immigrants
and their detainment without trial,
lawyers, or even knowledge of
why they were incarcerated. A few
suspected members of Al Qaida
have also been apprehended since
the Patriot Act. About 60 commu-
nities around America have passed
ordinances declaring it illegal to
comply with the Patriot Act on
grounds it is unconstitutional, and
parts have been challenged in fed--
eral court by the American Civil
Liberties Union.
We currently spend one billion
dollars a week in Iraq, in an occu-
pation that most predict will last at
between two and five more years.
Spending on security has greatly
increased, even as tax revenues
have gone down. America will
have a deficit of nearly 500 billion
by 2004. This coud reach ive tril-
lion in ten years. Medicare, a serv-
ice many have come to count on
could become endangered.
Only three states report budget
surpluses, while the others are all
in debt, some only millions, while
others like California face billions
in ever mounting deficits.
California also faces a recall
election, with such candidates as
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Gary
Coleman, and Larry Flynt, along
with over 84 others. This political
version of Looney Toons is due to
conclude October 7. Election
2004 could bring the same disas-
ters as 2000 nationwide, with
electronic voting machines that
have shown themselves subject to
multiple votes, miss-crediti- ng
votes, and other small inconven-
iences which could sway one of
the most important elections in
american history. These voting
machines were ordered after "In-Electio- n"
2000, where there was
no declared winner for weeks.
Election 2004 pits two increas-
ingly polarized ideologies, one
which supports George Bush and
his policies, and the other that, to
put it mildly, is in extreme dis-
agreement with many of the poli-
cies enacted since George W.
Bush took office. He has lowered
taxes while increasing spending,
' which corresponds with the
largest deficits . evex-- to face
America. Supporters t say our
in making
economy is now larger than ever
before, and so seen in proportion
the deficits are not all that bad.
Then there is the environment.
This week the Environmental
Protection Agency did away with
a rule that required power plants
to upgrade emissions controls
when they made improvements.
In short, critics charge that now
they can focus solely on dollars
while discharging excessive
amounts of pollution. However,
supporters of Bush say there will
be no changes in pollution due to
the EPA's action. Additionally the
Bush Team censored Global
Warming sections of an EPA
report, sections which did not fit
with their view of Global
Warming as "just a theory " .
President Bush supports drilling
for oil in Artie National Wildlife
Refuge even though most scientif-
ic studies have said this will
irreparably harm one of the most
unique ecosystems on Earth.
Similarly, Bush has refused to
sign the Kyoto Protocol meant to
curb greenhouse gas emissions.
Just about every environmental
organization has given the Bush
Administration a grade of D or
below for their protection of the
environment. Profit before preser-
vation is most often the charge
leveled at President Bush.
So many facts, so many figures.
Where does one begin to make
sense of it, much less come to a
decision? When answering,
consider this. When a school
kid years in the future opens a
history textbook, the editorials,
tutorials, and memorials they
see will have come from our
generation. Do we want to be
able to say we didn't duck the
tough questions? What about
wishing to speak for ourselves,
instead of following bellowing
leaders, baa-in- g all the while
like so many sheep? If so, the
information is out there, and
the power is ultimatelv ours. If
we take advantage, we can all
truly say we have not let histo-
ry pass us by.
Nathan Small, is Viewpoints
co-edit- or for the Voice.
2QjjBr29
A Viewpoints credo
As the new editors of
-- Viewpoints, Nate and I decided
.that we would
--fr.
mattfoulds
begin the year
by outlining
what we hope
to accomplish
with the
Viewpoints
section this
year. First off,
Viewpoints is
not a clever title for a section that
is in truth "What Nate and Matt
think you should believe." Trust
us, the last thing we want to do is
write an editorial each week. Not
only is that unfair to the rest of the
student population, but it leads to
a boring section and two very
tired Viewpoints editors.
Viewpoints is a section which is
truly open to every member of this
campus students or faculty. It is
the right of every member of this
campus to have an opportunity to
voice what-- wamever opin-
ions they
have.
.
We
are : lucky
Viewpoints is a section
which is truly open to every
member of this campus.
enough to
be living in
a truly unique time. Everywhere
one looks in the world there seems
to be turmoil; whether it be over
the succession of power in
Liberia, the "situation" in Iraq, the
war on terrorism, or the recall in
California. All of these issues
have a potential to change the
ways we look at both our own
nation and our nation's relations
with others for many years to
come. More than anything else,
Viewpoints is an opportunity for
all of us to engage in a thoughtful
dialogue on such topics with
other students.
We must also note that this free-
dom, as with many things, comes
with some degree of responsibili-
ty. If you send us a letter laced
with profanity, or which is specif-
ically derogatory to a single per-
son then we are likely not to print
it. You can say that a person is
wrong, but you don't need to
attack them personally while
doing it Not only is it unprofes-
sional, it is sure to result in your
letter quickly finding itself in the
trash can. People are naturally
going to write opinions that others
disagree with. . If ou disagree
with something we print, write in --
and give us your own opinion, but
do in so in retaliation to another
opinion, not the qualities of the
person who wrote it
That of course leads me to
another problem that Viewpoints
has faced, especially in regards to
some controversy that ensued at
the close of last year. NOTHING
that is ever printed in Viewpoints
is promoted by our staff as fact in
any way. Viewpoints as a section
is just that, the view of those
whose opinions are printed each
week. The opinions expressed in
the editorials we print are the
opinions of the authors alone. Just
because we print a letter, it does
not mean we endorse it.
In closing I must also make it
clear that while we will try our
best to do so, we will never be
MMMaaa able toprint every
letter we
receive. If
you send
us a iuuu
: ; word piece
on the recall, chances are we may
have trouble printing it; there are
spatial requirements we are forced
to meet each week. If we aren't
able to run your letter one week,
we may be able to find the space
for it the following week. One
thing that we can promise is to
do our best to create' a section
that above all else gives all stu-
dents a chance to voice their
opinions on whatever issue they
choose. For every point, we
hope to have a counterpoint;
that is the only way that we can
hope for this section to stay
interesting and fair. Viewpoints
can never hope to be interesting
if only one side of every issue is
discussed. So with that we
leave the responsibility to you,
the students. It is up to you to
send us your letters so that we
can make this section the best it
possibly can be. .
Matt Foulds is the new
Viewpoints editor and loves
almost everybody.
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Student applies math to Wooster
To The Editors,
For my letter, I've created a
MathCS mini-cours- e!
If you use phrases like "non-trivia- l"
and "with respect to" in
your everyday speech or if you've
ever spent a Friday night "fsck-ing- ,"
this course is for you. On
the other hand, if you think
Euler's Theorem was proposed by
a hockey team and magic squares
are something you get high on,
this course is for you, too.
Here it is: Essential Math and
Computer Science for the College
of Wooster Student!
"There's more than one way to
do it. " - motto ofPERL (Practical
Extraction and Report Language)
More-than-one-way-to-do-it--
ness
is unavoidable at C.O.W.
There's more than one way to
learn, to expand, to make mis-
takes; more than one way to have
a good time (yes, even in
Wooster, Ohio); more than one
way to procrastinate; more than
one way to annoy your roommate --
and the administration (usually
not at the same time); more than
one way to sleep (nighttime, day-
time, not at all); more than one
way to dress (trendy, casual, not
at all); more than one way to cir
cumvent those silly rules like "no
pets" and "no air conditioners."
Unity, uniformity, homogeneity --
all are overrated.
Googol 10100
"It 's important for us to explain
to our nation that life is impor-
tant. It's not only life of babies,
but it's life of children living in,
you know, the dark dungeons of
the Internet. " George W. Bush
Rampant curiosity and a con-
stant Internet connection: thanks
to that combination, I've learned
so many things. For example, I've
learned what words the President
has stumbled over recently, when
Mr. T died (this turned out to be a
rumor!), how to make fortune
cookies, how to pick locks and
much more. Frequent use of
search engines, I believe, is a
healthy habit for any college stu-
dent, and it's startling how much
you can find. In fact, the only
thing I haven't been able to find is
a definition of postmodernism.
Newton's Third Law of Motion:
FAB -- FBA
Throughout my college search,
admissions people were always
saying, "At any college, you get
out of it what you put into it." At
the time, I assumed this was just
another marketing ploy, like
"Why, yes, the food here is
great!'' Little did I suspect that
fundamental principles of physics
were involved.
"Godel's J incompleteness the- - .
orem showed that in any lan-
guage expressive enough to
describe the properties of the nat-
ural numbers, there are true
statements that are undecidable:
their truth cannot be established
by any algorithm. "
- Stuart Russel & Peter Norvig,
Artificial Intelligence
When I was young and foolish
(oh, maybe a year ago), I thought
that in matters of philosophy,
religion, and almost everything
else, the facts of the world led one .
along a rational path to true con-
clusions. Yet, I couldn't under-
stand why, on a campus full of
reasonably intelligent people,
their opinions diverged so wide-
ly... perhaps flawed logic, exacer-
bated by drinking?
Since then, I've become con-
vinced that most people who dis-
agree with me aren't just being
silly. In fact, given Godel's
incompleteness theorem, I think it
is vital to agree to disagree.
--Jaymie Strecker '04
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We all scream for ice cream Services improved
Elizabeth Yuko
Features Editor
While some complain that it is
too hot, soon enough everyone
will be trudging through the snow
and falling down the steps of
Kauke during Wooster's seeming-
ly endless winter season.
Going out for ice cream proves
time and again to be not only a
tasty but cost-efficie- nt way to
enjoy the season.
Luckily, what Wooster lacks in
any sort of nightlife and other
social opportunities, it makes up
for in ice cream places.
Located in the plaza next to
Movies 10 is Scoops - Wooster's
newest ice cream parlor. Walking
through the door of Scoops
transports the visitor to a 1950s
diner, complete with jukebox, a
counter with stools and servers
clad in poodle skirts and other
1950s garb.
The walls are adorned with
'50s memorabilia, including
posters of Frank Sinatra, James
Dean, Marilyn Monroe and
Elvis Presley. Patrons are invit-
ed to sit down at a table or the
counter, or dine al fresco at the
tables provided outside the store.
While the ice cream was quite
tasty, it did not quite compete
with Hartzler's homemade vari-
eties. The raspberry fudge cor-
dial flavor raspberry-ic- e cream
with fudge swirls and small
chocolates with raspberry liquid
inside is highly recommended.
Aside from ice cream, the
menu includes other classic diner
favorites like varied shakes,
malts and sundaes.
The most unique aspect of
Scoops was the overall
atmosphere. At the next
table, a couple, probably in
their 60s, sang along with the
songs on the jukebox while
sipping on their milkshakes.
My friend and I could not
resist singing along to songs
either - including breaking
out a pretty decent Elvis
impression on one occasion.
As an added bonus. Scoops
also doubles , as a candy store.
They sell homemade fudge and
bulk candy, as well as offering
candy bouquets. '
To get Wooster's famous
Woo-Cit- y ice cream, students
do not need to look any further
than the freezer at Mom's. If
' Ill IK. .lory y
Dairy Queen and TCBY.
Dairy Queen is also located
on Cleveland Road, just before
Hartzler's Dairy. TCBY is
across the street from the Wal-Ma- rt
shopping plaza. While both
Photo By Elizabeth Yuko
A view of homemade the selection of ice cream at Hartzler 's in
Wooster, an ice cream parlor popular with many people in the
Wooster community.
getting it in a cone is more your
style, head over to Cafe-- Woo
(formerly Woogels) and try
some of their many varieties of
natural organic ice cream.
To aid in the process of mak-
ing the all-import- ant decision of
which flavor to choose, the
friendly staff offers you a sample
of a flavor before you commit.
Flavors include kiwi champagne,
banana walnut fudge, chocolate
hazelnut and the standards like
vanilla and chocolate chip.
. While Woo-Cit- y is apparently
all the rage here in Wooster as
well as throughout the rest of the
country. I'm just not a big fan.
The ice cream was t6o grainy
. and not creamy at all. I'm sure
it was healthy, but taste is not
something I'm' willing to sacri-
fice for healthier ice cream. For
the price $2 for a quarter
pound of ice cream it is not
worth it.
Wooster is also home to two
ice cream chain restaurants
places will satisfy your ice
cream fix, please be warned --
both are high school magnets.
On Friday and Saturday nights,
both DQ and TCBY are inundat-
ed with teenagers and a steady
caravan of station wagons and
mini-va- ns to pick up and drop off
their socially-activ- e children.
Out of all the places I visited,
Hartzler's Dairy had the best ice
cream. Located on Cleveland
Road a few miles from campus,
Hartzler's homemade ice cream
lived up to all the hype.
With 26 flavors including
Heifer Trails, Purple Cow and
Trip to the Dentist, Hartzler's
one-di- p ice cream cone, which
--
.was piled sky-hig- h, is a bargain
for only $1.60.
Hartzler's scored even more
points when, after I dropped my
ice cream on the floor and stood
there with a look of utter disap-
pointment on my face, the
friendly staff replaced my ice
cream cone at no charge.
t
greatly in Lowry
Chaz Fischer
Asst. Features Editor
Many students walked into
Lowry Student Center confused
with the changes made to the bot-
tom floor. In place of the couches,
tables and chairs stand wooden
tables and metallic stools.
The vending machines serve a
variety of beverages, ice cream
and coffee - and a curious sign
near an exit bears the name The
Wired Scot. In addition to this,
the dining services at Lowry
underwent many changes, includ-
ing new hours and new services
available to students.
The new Lowry services were a
response to the input of students.
The changes were made to. give
students more convenient options,
said Rick Labuda assistant direc-
tor of hospitality services.
"What prompted the changes
was ongoing communication with
students and reviewing dining
services at other colleges and uni-
versities," he said.
Among new services this year,
the Java Hut
will offer
"grab-anc- b
go" lunches
on the student
meal plans
along with the
usual
ing meal plan.
In addition,
students are
allotted three
card swipes a
day at any
time, instead
of being lim-
ited to certain
time periods
to use their
cy, making it difficult for me to
fully utilize my meal plan. So
I'm happy that changes were
finally made," he said.
The food selection was also
expanded at the Lowry dining cen-
ter to include international foods
such as sushi and calzones. The
new menu attempts to diversify the
food selection offered to students.
Instead of the original three-wee- k
cycle, where the menu was
repeated every three weeks," the
new system works on a four-wee- k
cycle. With these changes,
students can look forward to a
mucht broader assortment of
food provided at Lowry.
Along with the changed dining
services, many students probably
noticed the Wired Scot area next
to the Java Hut. Students with
wireless modem Internet access
in their toptops can take advan-
tage of jLowry's wireless net-
work once it is actually up
and running.
Even if most students do not
use the wireless network, the new
computer cafe" center will be open
24 hours a day
"What prompted
the changes was
ongoing commu-
nication with stu-
dents and
reviewing dining
services at other
colleges," said
Rick Labuda,
assistant director
of Hospitality
Services.
cards at the
upper level Lowry dining hall.
The Lowry dining area will
also be open until 8 p.m. instead
of 7 p.m.
Jeff Bowen '06 was enthusiastic
about the changes. "My schedule
conflicted with the previous poli
when complete.
iThis will give
students- - the
ability to use the
computers to
print or do
research at any
time. With the
new Wired Scot
available to stu-
dents, Mom's
Truckstop has
extended hours
and is now open
until 1 a.m.
Sunday through
Thursday. The
vending machines
are open at all
hours in Lowry.
The updated Lowry Center is
focused on offering more conven-
ient student services, as well as
providing students with a place
where they can both socialize and
do work for class.- - -
pi
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The Lilly House, located on Beall Avenue across from Reed House, is
a place for students to discover themselves in a possible vocation.
dents, faculty, and staff in pur-
suit of one's calling, one's true
vocation. Internships, mentor-
ing through Worthy Questions
a mentorship program with-
in the community, partner-
ships with local church con-
gregations, and mini grants
are all components, all of
which resulted from a $1.78
million grant given by the
Lilly Foundation.
Walking into the Lilly House,
one wonders if anyone is actu-
ally there the silence is so
apparent. A small guestbook is
lit by a table lamp in front of
the stairwell evidence of
some activity.
Once you look aroundyou'll
realize that the house is
ornately set up with a couch
or padded chair in almost
every room.
On the first floor is a large
sitting room, adjoined by a 700-boo- k
library. Joyce Howard, the
administrative assistant, also
keeps an office on the floor,
next to the kitchen.
The offices of Lilly Project
director Dianna Kardulias and
assistant director Emily Leachman
occupy the second floor along
with the conference room and a
space for Campus Ministries.
The house is designed to be
used for meditation, reflection,
or quiet reading.
I
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"It's kind of quiet in here,"
Howard said. "We kind of like it
that way."
Lilly Projects across the United
States have been established,
mainly on small liberal arts cam-
puses like Wooster. Eighty-eig- ht
colleges and universities in total
have received grants.
"We'll know whether the
Lilly Project has succeeded
when all is over in 2008,"
Kardulias said.
Kardulias believes that a lib-
eral arts education is inherent-
ly linked with the search for
one's vocation.
"
"True vocation is a matter of
integrity, and true vocation frees
those who follow it," she said. "I
believe that ihe liberal arts cur-
riculum must concern itself ulti-
mately with creative and respon-
sible freedom, ... freedom that is
fundamental to vocation."
"My goal as a teacher has
been to shape integral encoun
Wooster Voice
Lilly encourages vocation s
Erik Shilling
Features Editor
Located on the north end of
campus, two doors down from
Bornhuetter Hall is the Lilly
House, a large Victorian edi-
fice awash in dark green and
brown wood.
It Is the home of the Lilly
Project, a combination of pro-
grams designed to assist stu- -
ters between modern students
and ancient texts, and to ask
young thinkers to bring to this
encounter as much curiosity
and courage as they can,"
Kardulias said.
Thus, in the venue of
Wooster, the Lilly Project
encourages students to think
about potential careers, weigh-
ing conventional criteria such as
salary, location and work atmos-
phere against one's true long-
ings for a particular field.
It promotes searching for a
job that provides not only finan-
cial security but spiritual securi-
ty as well.
For many people, however,
finding their own "calling" is
often a confusing, everchang-in- g
task. Kardulias's own voca-
tional journey has guided her
through careers in medieval
music history, Classical Studies
(she was formerly the acting
Dean of Wooster's Classical
Studies Department), and work
in grant administration.
"Next will come some" time
as a full-tim- e poet if I'm fortu-
nate enough to get there,"
Kardulias said. .
Therefore, , one's vocation
doesn't have to be a single con-
crete career, but rather a field
chosen based upon one's current
position in the path of life, as
well as the pursuit of meaning,
7
Mars 'threatens
Megan Potts
Staff Writer
Mars was "in opposition" to
the sun on Thursday evening. If
you were to look at the solar
system from above it, the sun.
Earth, and Mars would appear
laid out in a straight line. Hence
Mars was opposite the sun from
the Earth, or in opposition to it.
Planets are usually extra
bright when they are in opposi-
tion, but Mars has been the clos-
est to Earth and the brightest in
the night sky this year than it
has been in almost 60,000 years.
Because of this, the Red Planet
was extra bright the night of the
28th brighter than the rest of
the stars.
Landbound Earthlings will
never come closer to Mars in
this lifetime - Earth will not
come closer to Mars until the
year 2287.
For those people who are not
the drive towards significance
and self-wort- h.
"One of the big reasons 'that
the Lilly Project strikes me as
worthwhile is that our programs
are here to support the entire
College community ' in asking
and answering life's big ques-
tions" Kardulias said. "What
should we do with our lives?
LRram&scD Qltos CDgxhid G3zGjf
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interested in astronomy, the
opposition of Mars and its
proximity to Earth also have
some significant astrological
implications (if you believe in
that sort of thing). According to
the Lunar Planner (www.lunar-planner.com- ),
the closer Mars
is, the stronger its influence on
our behavior..
Mars is associated with the
use of power, passion, competi-
tion, and hostility, and its prox-
imity to Earth this year caused
some astrologers to
ly forecast an important war in
the spring of 2003.
For anyone interested, Earth
moved into alignment
between Mars and the sun at 7
p.m. Thursday.
Mars will rise along the
east-southeast- ern horizon,
looking like an unnaturally
bright, reddish star, and move
across the sky until it sets at
sunrise tonight.
What is meaningful work? And
what could be more important
than that?"
"My goal as director of this
project will be to provide struc-
tures of community for students
and faculty to come together
seeking to hear their unique
calls to service in the world,"
she said.
Extra
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Upcoming
George Clinton
830
Tower City Amphitheatre
Cleveland, Ohio
Dashboard Confessional
with MXPX
830
A.J. Palumbo Center
Pittsburgh, Penn.
B2K with Nick Cannon
831
CSU Convocation Center
Cleveland, Ohio
Blue Oyster Cult
831
Riverfront Center
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohiof "
Weird Al Yankovic
831
Tower City Amphitheatre
Cleveland, Ohio
Aerosmith with Kiss and
Saliva "
93 a;...
Blossom Music Center
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio "'
Bow Wow
95
.
Scene Pavilion
Cleveland, Ohio
N.E.R.D, with Talib Kweli
and The Roots
95
Germain Amphitheater
Columbus, Ohio
David Lee Roth
96
Scene Pavilion
Cleveland, Ohio -
Dave Matthews with Sheryl
Crow and Vanessa Carlton
97 . -
Germain Amphitheater
Columbus, Ohio -- '
- compiled from
www.pollstar.com
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Elizabeth Weiss
. A&E Editor
The College of Wooster Art
Museum opened its 2003-200- 4
season on Tuesday with two exhi-- :
bitions touching on feminist
themes. Kate Budd's work
explores ques-
tions about
beauty and the
human body in
an exhibition
called "Honey,"
while "When
Will You Be
Home?" by
artist Irina
Nakhova, deals
with a variety of
issues, includ-
ing home and
motherhood.
Budd is an
Associate
Professor of
Art at The
University of
Akron. Her
artistic training
took place in
both Scotland and the United
: States and focused primarily
on sculpture. Her work has
been displayed throughout the
Midwest, including several exhi-
bitions in Cleveland, Ohio and
Dallas, Texas. In 2003 she was
chosen as the recipient of an Ohio
Arts Council Fellowship for
Individual Artists.
"Honey" features wax sculp-
tures, which, according to
College of Wooster Art Museum
Curator Kitty McManus Zurko,
has been a primary medium in
Budd's work for many years.
Wax is an appropriate medium
because of its "warmth, translu-cenc- y,
and, above all, temporali-
ty," Zurko said.
Budd's works are soft and
seductive but difficult to pre-
serve, a fitting depiction of
human beauty.
The humanoid wax forms of
this exhibit are coupled with
other materials, including hair
and lead wool. In the first pair-
ing, "unrestrained female hair
connotes unconstrained female
sexuality," while the second pair- -
ting makes the viewer ask, "How
does. external beauty relate to the
. toxicity of the lead wool?"
Zurko said.
Budd deals extensively with the
question of female beautifica-tio- n.
In one sculpture, "Belle 2,"
scarification, braids, and bows
Photo Courtesy College Art Museum
Irina Nakhova
Camping, 1990
oil on army cot 15 x 18 12 x 78 inches each
adorn a figure that suggests a
human female form. These ele-
ments defy simple explanation,
and "conflate to destablilize any .
definitive reading of this work,"
said Zurko.
Budd also explores classical
questions about beauty in a series
of pieces with goddess names.
According to Zurko, "Aphrodite
is the goddess of love and beauty,
while the sorceress Circe, typical-
ly depicted holding a wand, trans-
formed men. The visual tension
- between the carved dress form
and the flowing hair is not unlike
the subtexts and side plots refer-
enced in the titles."
The Irina Nakhova exhibition
touches on many different top-
ics, according to Exhibition
Curator Marina Mangubi, assis-
tant professor of studio art at the
College. Nakhova was educated at
the Moscow Institute of Graphic
.Arts in Russia. Her work has been
' exhibited throughout Europe and
the United States.
As a young artist Nakhova was
part of a group called the
Nonconformists, who, according
to Mangubi, "did not want to
make artwork that followed pre-
scribed government guidelines"
under the Soviet Union. She
worked as a children's book illus-
trator to finance installations
made in her apartment. :
Today, Nakhova splits her
time between
New York and
Moscow. For
this . reason,
Mangubi said,
her work refelcts
a migratory
lifestyle, and
often "ques-
tions the notion
of home."
In this exhibi-
tion, the idea of
home is paired
with the idea of
motherhood."
Nakhova exam-
ines the tran
sient nature of
home against the
permanence of
'
maternal ties,"
Mangubi said.
The exhibition includes work
in a variety of media. Painting,
prints, sculpture, and installations
all come together to make a state-
ment about the "maternal role in
the life of an individual and the
fate of the nation," Nakhova said
in a conversation with Mangubi.
Works in the exhibition include
"Ironing Boards," composed of
thermal ink-j- et prints on fabric .
iron boards, and "Queen," a
multi-medi- a statue which
includes electronics components.
In "Ironing Boards," images of
women's backs are printed on
ironing boards. According to
Mangubi, these figures "are kept
both sheltered and anony-
mous," while the surface of the
ironing board is "soft and sup-
ple," suggesting soft, beautiful
female skin.
In its resting state, the statue
"Queen" takes the shape of a
woman, but when someone
approaches, a motion sensor trig-
gers the giant inflatable condom
that covers the statue, according
' ' '
"to Mangubi. .
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Feminist art exhibited at Art Museum
inevitable mat we impose in sym-
bol a masculine image on a
female ruler?" Mangubi said.
Both exhibitions make related
points about femininity, the
Budd exhibit focusing on female
beauty, while the Nakhova
exhibit explores female power
and motherhood. These issues
will be explored in greater
detail in a gallery talk at 7:30
p.m. on Sept. 4, when both
artists will discuss their
work. Curators Zurko and
Mangubi will also talk about
the exhibitions on Sept. 18,
from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
Both the Budd and
Nakhova exhibitions will be
open until Oct. 5. The exhibi-
tions and all events in the
gallery are free and open to
the public.
Photo Courtesy College
Art Museum
Kate Budd
Doll, 2002
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This raises the question. "Is it , t ; .-,,- -,
n't reality TV after all. We were
blown away. Strangely, no one
else thought the season finale
was as important as we did. But
for a handful of young people in
a basement in Indiana, it was big-
ger than TV. It was a life lesson.
It was growing up.
Christopher Beck
This summer I had the oppor-
tunity to attend the Mario
Lemuix Celebrity Golf
Invitational in my hometown of
Pittsburgh, Penn. Lemuix was in
a group with Michael Jordan and
Joe Pesci. Somewhere on the
back nine, Joe Pesci was stand-
ing about four feet away from
me. He looked at the scorekeep- -
Wooster Voice
er, who was probably about 14 or
15 years old. After seeing that he
was even at par and three strokes
behind Jordan, he blurted out,
"Even! Fing Even!" So there
it is there is nothing as memo-
rable as listening to a celebrity
prove that golf is still a gentle-
man's sport.
Jenny Eklund
When I found out that Eminem
was holding his only two concerts
in the United States this year at
Ford Field in Detroit, Michigan,
on July 12 and 13, 1 didn't even
think twice about buying the best
tickets I could find, even if
Detroit is 5 hours away. My
friends were wary ("Isn't Detroit,
like, the murder capital of the
world?"). My parents were con-
fused ("Isn't he that white guy
that dressed up like Osama bin
Laden and did the running man in
a music video?"). But I was
determined to see that concert,
come hell, high water, or drive-b- y
shootings. It was all Worth it, too.
Eminem put on an amazing show.
Despite the controversy that sur-
rounds him, his talent shines
through during his live perform-
ances. He mostly ishied away
from his biggest hifc, preferring
instead to treat true fans to
some of his lesser known, but
still brilliant songs. He per-
formed his Oscar-winnin- g anthem
from the film "8 , Mile,"
"Lose Yourself," with such inten-
sity and emotion that it sent
'waves 'of' electricity thrbugH the
venue. This concert was worth
the money, worth the trip, and
was the highlight of my summer.
Kara Barney
When you spend your summer
watching TLC all day, it's not
hard to find something more
entertaining. Yet the movie
"Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse
of the Black Pearl," exceeded any
expectations I had for a Disney
movie inspired by a ride at a
theme park. It was everything a
summer movie is supposed to be:
it was funny, it was suspenseful.
and it featured Johnny Depp. Oh,
and I did I mention it was about
pirates? Sure, it isn't going to
rack up the Oscar-nominatio- ns
and the cinematography was
only so-s- o, but c'mon no one
wants to be forced to THINK
when going to the movies in the
summer. In a summer full of
movies about moody green
monsters and bad actresses
turned "full-throttle- d" angels,
"Pirates of the Caribbean" was a
welcome surprise.
Eliza Cramer
Summer at Wooster may be
fun, but it doesn't exactly lend
itself to great summer entertain-
ment. For entertainment, summer
Wooster students tend to look off-camp- us.
One beautifully starry
night in July my boyfriend, Josh,
and I drove to Wadsworth to see a
drive-i- n movie. For me, this was
quite an exciting experience. I
had' never before driven a tar into
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Voice staff recalls the summer in entertainment
A moment of silence, please.
The Voice staff is in mourning.
Our dear friend summer has
come and gone. We will always
remember summer as a time of
listening to concerts, instead of
the sound of the alarm going off;
a time of watching television,
instead of the insides of our eye--
lids as we fall asleep doing our
homework; a time of going to the
movies, instead ofgoing to class.
So we ask you, now, to join us as
we recall our most memorable
summer entertainment moments.
Rest in peace, summer. May we
see you again . . . someday.
Erik Shilling
On a cool night in June, the
bands Sonic Youth and Wilco co-headli- ned
a 3-h- our set of music at
the Tower City Amphitheatre in .
Cleveland. Both bands were phe-
nomenal. Sonic Youth, the vener-
able professors of the indie rock
world, performed a contained,
wild mix of songs culled from
their deep catalog. Members of
the band,, many of them old
enough to be Wilco front man
Jeff Tweedy's parents, played
with the energy of musicians half
their age. Guitarist Thurston
Moore jaunted, gesticulating
across the stage, displaying his
fondness for noise. Next came
Wilco, whose breakout album
"Yankee Hotel Foxtrot" infected
college . radios almost every-
where. "They performed with
near-equ-al intensity. Guitarist
Tweedy's left-han-d is about as
quick as any I've seen. Perhaps
the most impressive aspect of
Wilco was the sheer breadth of
musical style they played with
such ease. Some songs were sen-
sitive country ballads, others
were ballsy, distorted jams.
Elizabeth Weiss
Every Tuesday night this sum-
mer, my friends and I gathered
for an evening of trashy TV
MTV's "Real World" followed
by "The Osbournes," with an
occasional foray into Bravo 's
"Boy Meets Boy" or "Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy." It, was a
Tuesday night like any other
when our trust in television was
shattered forever. That night,
--America's favorite family (Jack,
Kelly, Sharon, and Ozzy)
exposed itself as a fraud. After
an emotionally intense episode
climaxing with the cruel slaying
bf Minnie the Dog, we saw cue
cards and an outtake from
pisode one. One of the biggest
hits of the reality TV craze was- -
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a lot filled with fifty other cars,
turned on the radio and watched a
movie through the windshield,
while eating the traditional cup of
popcorn. I felt like I was in a
1950's movie! Although we may
have been the only two people in
the lot who were not under the
age of ten, it was still a memo-
rable experience. The movie
"Finding Nemo" was an adorable
story that was humorous and
heartwarming to audiences of all
ages. Being a huge Disney and
Pixar fan, I was highly
impressed. Although the humor
did pot live up to mat of "Toy
Stony" or "Monsters, Inc.," the
nation, story and drive-i- n set
ting made the viewing my
favorite summer memory.
Andrew Waldman .
In the past five years, the
Manitoban rock group the
Weakerthans has only made an
occasional jaunt into the .
American Midwest. It's a shame
that they haven't come more
often; the group's debut album,
"Fallow," was hailed as one of
the best albums of 1999 in
Canada and the follow-u- p, "Left
and Leaving" helped solidfy the
group's standing in the States. To
the delight of many American
fans, the Weakerthans made a
stop at Frankis in Toledo this
summer. Though they may be a
little sleepy on record, the band
rocks more intensely live. Among
the hits performed were "Aside,"
"Confessions of a Futon
Revolutionist" and "Wellington
Wednesdays." Samson also
tempted the crowd with "I Hate
Winnepeg," a song about his
hometown. All " in all, the
Weakerthans were a welcome
addition to the Ohio summer con-
cert circuit.
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Scot gridders ready to dominate NCAC in 2003
Jenny eklund
Sports Editor
By (he time the' Fighting Scot
football team came within 20
yards of reaching the Division III
playoffs against Wittenberg last
season, they had tasted success-an- d
were hungry for more. Now
they have been picked by the
coaches of the NCAC to finish
first in the conference. After an
extremely successful 8-- 2 2002
season, the team is ready to prove
that last year's accomplishments
were no fluke. With a large and
talented first year class to add to
the core of experienced veterans,
the Scots look to be in an excel-
lent position to repeat the success
of the 2002 campaign.
The Scots' offense last year was
led by standout -- preseason All--Ameri- can
running back Tony
Sutton '05. Sutton, who trans-
ferred to Wooster before his soph-
omore season, completely domi-
nated the Scots' running game
during his inaugural season in
Wooster. He led the Scot offense
in averaging 157 yards per game.
He established himself throughout
the season as a key factor in the
Scots' success in 2002 and beyond.
Other offensive contributors
that will be returning this year
include all-confere- nce talent Rob
Hooper '03, who returns for his
final season of eligibility after
missing a year due to injury.
Hpoper proved to be a strong
offensive threat last year, gaining
138 yards on the ground and 229
yards from backfield catches
while also scoring five touch-
downs last season at fullback.
David Puckett '06 and David
Reith '06 will look to back up
Hooper in the fullback position.
One of the biggest challenges to
the Scots offensively will be
replacing Scott Jones '03, who ran
for 710 yards and 7 touchdowns
last season. Balancing the Scots'
running game will be left up to
Sean Anderson '06, Puckett, and
Kevin Williams and J.R. Ward '06s.
Returning just two of its starters
from 2002, all-NC- AC guards
Jimmy Wallace "6$ anil' Justin
Sloan '05, the Scots will depend
on first-yea- rs and other returning
players to fill the vacancies.
Returning players hoping to earn
spots on the o-li-ne include. Matt
Jackson '05, Steye Alpeter '06,
Mark Lightfoot '05, and Adam
Anthony '04.
The freshman class also boasts
14 offensive linemen, including
Jim Sliwinski, Kevin Spragg, and
Steve Young '07s. These players
will be counted upon to help con-
tinue the success of last year's unit.
The running game was not the
only threat the Scot offense pre
sented to its
opponents. With
,
several players
returning at wide
receiver and tight
end, the passing
game will be an
important " ele-
ment again this
year.
Tim Slovensky
'05 and Dan
Steck '04 each
had a breakout
season in 2002,
with Slovensky
scoring four
touchdowns.
Steck ended the
season on fire
with 1 3 recep-
tions, 223 yards,
and four touch-
downs in the final
three games . .. : '
alone.
Scot placekicker Richie
McNally '05 is also looking to get
his shot at some time playing wide
receiver. Others hoping for recep-
tions include Matt Knepp '06,
Spencer Wyatt '04, and Desmond
Ervin '07, Aaron Gertz '07, and
MVP of the Ohio Division III
high school state championship
game Shaun Swearingen '07.
Matt Ralls '04 leads the tight
ends going into the 2003 season.
Ralls totaled 237 yards in recep-
tions during the 2002 season and
was one of the strongest blockers
on the offensive unit. Other tight
ends looking for minutes include
Rusty Miller '04, Will Torres '05,
and "several first 'years mcluding'
Josh Goody, Jay Lampe, Greg
Peltz, and Mike Vyrostek '07s.
One of the biggest questions
facing the Fighting Scots coming
into the 2003 preseason was the
position of quarterback. After
graduating all-confere- nce quarter-
back Jeff Spraggins '03 in May,
the Scots have several qualified
and talented candidates. As pre-
season practices and scrimmages
continue, Justin Schafer '07
seems . to have locked down the .
first-strin- g quarterback job. He
will likely share playing time with
J.D. Lyle '05 and Dave Malino
Photo By Jeremy Hohertz
Scot football players run tackling drills during a practice to prepare
for the upcoming season. Their first game will be at home on
September 6.
'06V While most of these quarter-
back candidates are unproven in
collegiate play, each has the talent
to lead the Scot offense to another
successful season.
Defensively, the Scots return
several key players as well, but
will look to the first year class to
fill some gaps. The defensive
line graduated two of its strongest
in Drew Fay '03 and Todd Worly
'03, but returns several players
who could make a significant
impact. Highlighting the return-
ing d-li- ne is Joe Kearney '05, w ho
racked up 43 tackles last season,
including four sacks. Kearney's
role will be supported by Dan
. Kremer '06, who could, have a .
breakthrough year. Also featur
ing prominently in the d-li-ne mix
will be' tackle Brad "Danger"
Adamczyk '04.
Drew Gittus '04, who returns to
the line after playing linebacker
during his junior year, will likely
start at one of the ends, while ends
Kenny Fry '05 and Joe Pavlich
'05 will look to continue their
momentum from last season, dur-
ing which they registered 23 and
20 tackles respectively.
Justin Green '05 will chal-
lenge for playing time, as will
Martin Danial '05 and Jamin ,
Suber '05, Marco Garcia '06,
and Dante
Benincasa,
Brandon French,
Andy Mizak,
Travis Robertson,
and Garrett Scott
'07s.
Once again, the
defensive unit will
rely heavily on its
linebackers, and
leading the pack is
returning starter
Tim Cline '05.
Cline anchors the
defense and will
lead a strong group
of linebackers
including Bobby
Vega '05, who
totaled 19 tackles
last year in his
first season at
linebacker.
Others who could
see significant playing time include
returning players Ben McCarty
'05, Mike Nunnari '05, and two
former safeties, Allen Skinner
'05 and Nick Cross '06. First
year players who are looking to
make an impact this season
include standout Andre Smith,
Evan Watson, and Phil Vitalbo
07s.
The defensive backfield is
essentially
.
super-seni- or Nick
Hajjar's playground; the Ail-Americ- an
comerback intercepted
12 passes and broke up 40 more
en route to earning numerous
post-seas- on honors-an- d accolades
last year. Covering the ojtrjer side
of the field will Joe. Jesse Koski
play action. Other contenders for
backfield minutes this season
include Ryan Jayne '05 and T.J.
Porter '06.
Kevin Rooker '03, another
returning standout from last sea-
son, will get to start at strong safe-
ty after earning second-tea- m All-NCA- C
honors and totaling 86
tackles and breaking up eight,
passes last season. Returning
free safety Brian Kight '05 also
looks to continue his success; he
made 50 tackles, grabbed two
interceptions, and recovered two
fumbles last year.
The backfield is deep with tal-
ent, as Fred Ingram '04, Brad
Michel '06, and a pack of first
years will also challenge for play-
ing time. The first year talents in
the backfield include Darren
Farmer '07, who earned MVP
honors in the 2002 Ohio Division
V high school state championship
game, as well as Richard
Compton, Keith Adams, Chris
Craig, and J.R. Grandison.
The Scots return McNally as
their placekicker after his suc-
cessful 2002 season. McNally
was an all-confere- nce selection as
he made 39 of 41 extra points
and five field goals last year.
This season, McNally has sever-
al capable backups, including
Andrew Branch '06 and first
year Joe Sevier '07. Special teams
will again be led by Hajjar, who
led the NCAC in punt return
average at 1 1 .9 yards and was
third in the conference in kickoff
return average at 22 yards. Other
contributors to special teams
include holder Steck, longsnap-pe- r
Ingram, and a rotating group
of returners.
The Fighting Scots face a tough
2003 schedule. The season open-
er against Hope College on
September 6 will lead off several
non-cffferen- ce challenges, fol-
lowed by the beginning of NCAC
play in October.
"All the teams we play will be
tough this year," commented
Cline. "Our biggest competition
will come from 'Bash and Witt,
but we
.can't ..look past .any .team
on the schedule or it'll come back
'05, who should see considerable to bite us in the ass'.
In football every game counts
Well Wooster decided to pick, up my option for another year, so
everyone can stop holding their breath and go to class without any
worries. This year I will be without my partner in typing, so if anyone
is interested in being my assistant, my extension is 5944.
That time of year is upon us again and whether it's youth, high
school, college, or professional, football continues to dominate as
America s favorite sport. Now I will give the top 10 reasons why foot-
ball is so great
10. In football every game counts. This is true especially in college.
Just one loss all but eliminates a team from a national championship
opportunity in college football.
9. Weekends can be spent not leaving the couch. Some people get
mad when they waste a weekend sitting around and not doing any-
thing. During football season there is no better way to spend it
' 8. Beer seems to taste better. I do hot know the reason but drinking
beer during a game always tastes better than beer any other time.
7. Football is great to watch on television. It does not matter who is
playing, I would rather watch a college football game of two teams I
have never seen before than 98 of the other programs on television.
6. Women aren't allowed to talk while the game is on. I do not know
what kind of rules other people have while football is on, but my only
rule is simple. Unless you have football knowledge and can bring
something to the conversation do not talk.
5. Monday Night Football. I haven t missed a game in six years.
4. Fantasy Football. Whether there is a little money on it or just brag-
ging rights, fantasy football can be a hell of a time.
3.'Anyone can win. Unlike baseball, almost every single team has a
chance to win the Super Bowl in any given year. It is the ultimate team
game where the greatest running back in the history of football cannot
do much unless all of the offensive put a block on someone
2. The Cleveland Browns are freakin awesome. That s all I have to
say about that - -
1. Arguing with whoever. Who's going to win the AFC North,
Pittsburgh or Cleveland? My advice is to watch some games even if
you are not a sports fan. You might surprise yourself with how much
you will enjoy it Go Browns!
By Erik Swords Shipe
ELIZA. CRAMER
Editor in Chief
For 20 years Keith Beckett has
served the College Athletic
Department as the Head Men's and
Women's Swimming Coach, a
Professor of Physical Education,
and the Director of Aquatics. This
summer he undertook a new role as
the Director of Physical Education,
Athletics and Recreation.
.
As the new Director of Athletics,
Beckett serves as the chair of the
Physical Education Department
and will teach courses within the
department He also supervises,
supports and oversees all athletic
programming at Wooster. Beckett
assumes mis position just as the col-
lege prepares to expand the Physical '
Education Center, as well as other
changes.
"Change
is ' an
;r"l : ongoingprocess,"
he said.
He is
looking
Courtesy Of OPI to faculty,
staff and
Keith Beckett students
for ideas on how to improve and
tweak athletic programs.
"I am looking for ways to make
things better for the entire college
community," said Beckett, "I hope
to elevate and expand communica-
tion between faculty and students."
Beckett is working with College
Wooster Voice
Field hockey heads to D.G.
Jenny eklund
Sports Editor
After finishing second in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
to rival Wittenberg University last
year, the Scot field hockey team
was picked almost unanimously
to finish first in the conference
this year by the NCAC coaches.
One of the strongest programs in
the conference year in and year
out. the Scots return nine starters
from last year's eleven, including
six of their seven all-confere- nce
stars, and has been dominant in
the NCAC over the past several
seasons. With so much experi-
ence under their belts, plus the
addition of a very talented group
of first-year- s, the Scots are look-
ing to add yet another triumphant
season to the record books.
Leading the way for the upcom-
ing season are the team tri-cap-ta- ins,
midfielder Katie McCoy '04
and twin seniors Alanna and Julia
Tryder. Offensively, Alanna will
lead the attack for the Scots yet
again this year, as she comes off
an 11 --goal, two-assi- st 2002 sea-
son after which she earned secon-
d-team all-regi- on and all-leag- ue
honors. She should get
significant offensive support from
Lindsay Tingley '06 and Ashley
Hecker '05. Tingley was on fire
at the end of last season and led
Intramural Director Steve Moore to
expand, improve and promote the
college's Intramural program.
Beckett said, "We want to profes-
sionalize and better organize the pro-
gram. We offer everything we can
offer that Kenyon, Denison and other
schools in the Great Lakes College
Association offer and maybe more,"
he said. Beckett hopes to add
Aerobics, Table Tennis Bowling and
Billards to the list of IM programs. In
addition, he hopes to start a 1- -2 day
swimming competition.
Students interested in IM sports
should check out the new bulletin
board on the lower level of the
P.E.C. This will feature all IM
sports and will give information
for students.'
New athletic director speaks
the team with six assists, while
Hecker has consistently con-
tributed offensively and racked up
12 goals in her first two seasons
with the Scots.
The Scots are stacked with tal-
ent in the forward line, with three
veterans returning. Sophomore
Ashley Minton should be regular-
ly in on the action after an impres-
sive first year, while several first-ye- ar
players will also look to con-
tribute. Katy Barone, one of the
team's talented first-year- s, attend-
ed the same high school as the
Scots' last All-Amenc- an field
hockey player, Kate Dunne '02,
and could have a standout first
season.
The Scot field hockey team has
two sets of twins, as Juniors
Ashley and Angela Arnold are
among the best midfielders in the
NCAC. Joining the twins at the
midfield position is McCoy, who
earned first-tea- m selections to the
All-Gre- at Lakes Region and All-NCA- C
teams. The three com-
bined for seven goals and two
assists last season while also
making defensive impacts.
Minton, Susannah Brewster, '04,
Lindsey Redlin '05, and Katie
Leversee '07 could earn minutes
at midfield as well this season.
The old saying "defense wins
games" could very well prove to
be true for the Scots this season,
and the defensive unit is well-pr- e
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pared for the challenge. The
defense returns several players
with valuable experience as well
as talented first-year- s. Veterans
returning to the defense include
Julia Tryder, who was a first-tea- m
all-leag- ue selection at back last
year, as well as junior Kelley
Hubbell. Redlin could also rack
up significant defensive minutes,
and other possibilities include
first-yea- rs Miranda Lieckly, a for-
mer standout at top field hockey
high school Columbus Academy,
.and Northern Ireland native
Elayne Brown.
The returning starter at goalie,
junior Beth Skelton, has a .765
save percentage working in her
favor, but other first-yea- rs and
veterans will seek to share some
of her playing time. Some of her
serious challengers include
Sophomore Michelle Digaetano
and first year Anne Leigh.
With so many veterans return-
ing to anchor a talented and eager
first-ye- ar class, the Scots, are
looking to fulfill the prediction of
the NCAC coaches and go all the
.way for their first conference
championship since winning in
200 1 and earning runner-u- p status
last season. ,
The team will face off against
Virginia Wesleyan College on
Saturday, then will play against
St. Mary's College of Maryland
on Sunday.
I
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David Murray
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster
women's cross country team is a
talented and close knit group that
has one of the deepest teams in the
North Coast Athletic Conference.
The team's achilles heel this year
will be their health.
"We are a close team. There
are many of us, so we are able to
run in packs and cheer on our
teammates and try to push each --
other towards ' success," said
Nicole Lyndes '04.
The team is lead by All-NCA- C
runner Jennie Stockdale '05 who
has been Wooster's No. 1 runner
since her freshman year. In her
previous two seasons she has
turned in performances top-2- 0
finishes at the previous two
league championships. "Jennifer
is a phenomenal runner and she is
going to score some good points
for us in our meets," said Lyndes.
One of the biggest questions
going into the season is the health
status of Tiffany White '05. White
missed the last season due to
injuries to her knee and quadri-
ceps. When White was healthy
she was a dominating presence on
the rolling courses. In last fall's
NCAA Great Lakes Region
Championships she placed 53rd
with a time of (24:01). If White
can recover fully from her injury
she will easily be one of the top ;
runners in the Great Lakes Region, i
Women 's
DAVID MURRAY
Sports Editor
J
Many times the ability of a
team is judged on the amount of
experience the players have.
When a team loses ten seniors,
the majority of them starters, it
could be the making of a long
season. This is not the case for
the Wooster women's soccer
team. The Scots may be young
but they are one of the deepest
teams in the NCAC and are
loaded with talent at every posi-
tion. "We have a great sophomore
and freshman class, and because
The rest of the runners create
an intimidating lineup, they are
lead by Colleen Call '04 and
Karina Colbenson '04, Lindsey
Dieringer '05, Vanessa
Georgeson '05, and Erin Herl '05,
and Julie Draper '06 and Kathy
McCreary '06. Each of these run-
ners has the ability turn in big
scores at meets and help pro-
vide a strong foundation for
the team. A big addition to the
team is Katie Wieferich '07, who
should play a big part in the
team's success this year.
The Wooster men's cross coun-
try team is strengthened by the
addition of two members, a mid
season transfer and a proven run-
ner who is returning to .the team
for his senior year. With the two
new members and an already
solid lineup of returning players,
the cross country team will be the
front runner in the North Coast
Athletic Conference and the
Great Lakes Region.
Brendan Callahan, '04 was a
member of the team before taking
2002-0- 3 academic year off.
Callahan is an established runner
and his success speaks for itself in
the accomplishments he was
achieved in previous seasons. He
was twice a top-eig- ht finisher at
the NCAC Championships, and
he qualified for the 2001 NCAA
Div. Ill Championships and
placed 199th (27:27). Due to his
past performance he was named
team captain.
Wooster Voice
Cross country running wild
Charlie Van Gombos '05 trans-
ferred to Wooster in the middle of
last year from Penn State
University where he ran one sea-
son of cross country. His impact
was immediate where he stepped
in and scored points for the Scots'
track team in the 5000 meters.
With a sophomore class con-
sisting of Taylor Delhagen, Chris
Taft, and Colin Turner, the Scots
have a solid group that will be
able to provide consistent scores.
Delhagen was the No. 3 runner
for Wooster in 2002, finishing
72nd at regionals.
Turner was the team's fourth-be- st
finisher at the NCAC and
regional tournaments. Taft is
coming off a school-record-setti- ng
(800 meters) track season.
Their talents along with Callahan --
and Gombos will help propel the
team to the elite in the NCAC.
Rounding out the squad are
captains Eliot Fackler '04 and
Patrick Wynne '04 and Chris
Bender 05 and Matt Linman '05.
The team also has six freshmen
along with one, Zach Patterson,
who has the ability to help the
team from the beginning.
With a solid lineup, the Scots
are hoping to prove themselves to
the other coaches in the NCAC,
who picked them to finish fifth in
the preseason coach's poll. If
they can stay healthy, they will
accomplish that goal by running
over the competition and to the
top of the conference.
soccer gets kickin '
of this, the loss of the seniors
won't have a major impact on
us," said Brianna Lux '05.
The defensive back field may
look like a question mark on
paper but Coach David Brown
rearranged his defensive scheme
to help compensate for the loss
of all of his defensive players
including the keeper. Anchoring
the defense will be group of tal-
ented sophomores; Anna Marin
Russell, Allison Hankus, Jen
Jones, Katie Wolber, and Kate
Baldwin. "Our new defense
will help us throughout the
year, the starters have been play
ing great all preseason," said Lux.
-- The midfield will continue to
be a strong point for the team.
Sarah BonDurant '05 and
Danielle Witchey '06 will anchor
the midfield and will be support-
ed by Bethany Reiner '05, who
had been trying to get back to her
top notch level last season after
an injury. Laura Barnhart '06 will
be a formidable player. Also
returning is Ashley Maciulaitis
'06, who is in top form after tear-
ing her ACL last season.
The Scots were ranked third in
the preseason coaches poll and
look forward to a great year.
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The College of Wooster 's men 's soccer Team practices in preparation
for its 2003 campaign. Following one of the best soccer seasons in
recent memory, during which the team was ranked second in the
nation in Division III, the mens soccer, team will strive to have an
even more impressive season in 2003. '
Volleyball spikes it
Jessica Hiznay
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster volley-
ball team is looking to improve
upon last year's fifth-pla- ce North
Coast Atlantic Conference finish.
This year's team has a chance to
continue the benchmark of finish-
ing the --season above the .500
mark. The last few years have
seen the first three consecutive
winning seasons since the 1982,
1983 and 1984 seasons.
. As coach Terri Mason enters
her fourth year as head coach at
The College of Wooster, the pro-
gram has the potential to become
a force of contention for the North
Coast Atlantic Conference cham-
pionship. During the past three
years, Coach Mason has led the
Scots volleyball team to a win-
ning record of 52-4- 4. This season
the team is young and there are no
seniors on the team, yet they
appear to work hard and have
made an immediate impact on the
volleyball program at Wooster.
Mason 'yet she is confident that
this year's team is full of talent.
This year's returning players
include Becky Rolfs '05, Mary-Kat- e
Fowkes '06, Tiffany Rice
'06, Katie Marco '06, and Laura
Ciriegio '06.
Co-capta- ins Rolfs and Fowkes
will accept the challenges of lead
ing the team's offense and
' defense, respectively.
This season. Rice makes the
transition to outside hitter from
middle hitter, where she succeed-
ed at averaging 2.99 kills per
game and 110 balls blocked as a
freshman. Rounding out this
year's returning players are
Marco, who is recovering from an
off-seas- on surgery, and
Ciriegio, who appears to have
earned a permanent position in
this year's rotation.
Hopes for this season remain
high, "We are definitely strong,
we will have success this year on
and off the court. Wooster will
be a contender for the NCAC
championship later this fall,"
said Fowkes.
This year's new editions to the
team include Emily Brock,
Sarah Marchall, Ashley
Quinsenberry, Erin Schaffner, and
Kristin Triebel, '07s. With four of
these five girls being over 5' 10",
the 2003 season is guaranteed to
be exciting.
This weekend the girls will be
pmpetiflg in their first tourna-
ment at Marietta where they will
prepare for conference play.
